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ABSTRACT Visible light communication (VLC) is a promising ubiquitous design alternative for support-
ing high data rates. Its application has been primarily oriented to indoor scenarios, but the proliferation of
light-emitting diodes in the streets warrants its investigation in outdoor scenarios as well. This paper studies
the feasibility of VLC in a conventional outdoor scenario, when optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing techniques are employed. The presence of sunlight reduces the system’s performance, hence
sophisticated adaptive techniques must be applied. Closed-form expressions of the signal-to-noise ratio and
of the mean cell data rate are derived and our simulations demonstrate their accuracy. Besides, the outage
probability when adaptive modulation and coding schemes are employed is analytically expressed. It is
shown that, when modulation bandwidth adaptation is carried out depending on the time of day and the
illuminance from ambient light, the mean cell data rate is increased and the outage probability is reduced.

INDEX TERMS Background noise, optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM),
outdoor, visible light communication (VLC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing demand for ubiquitous wireless Inter-
net access is gradually exhausting the existing radio-

frequency (RF) resources [1]. To prevent the looming spec-
trum crunch, the research community is considering diverse
new technologies operating in high-frequency bands, such as
the millimeter-wave [2] and the visible light communication
(VLC) band [3]. The VLC solutions rely on light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) that are capable of supporting high data rates
on the order of Gbps [4].

However, VLC solutions have been predominantly fo-
cused on indoor scenarios due to their susceptibility to
sunlight-induced shot noise. As a benefit, their security was
improved, because the propagation of light was confined to a
room. In indoor scenarios the number of LED light fixtures

is high and the VLC attocells can be readily spotted based on
their bright light-cone. Thus, user-centric VLC design is of
great importance [5] [6]. Uplink (UL) RF technologies com-
bined with downlink (DL) VLC define a hybrid system that
substantially improves the network capacity [7] [8]. More
explicitly, VLC and RF technologies complement each other,
because the latter guarantees ubiquitous connectivity, while
VLC supports high data rates due to its high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in the DL when a line-of-sight (LoS) link exists
[9].

The solid state lighting technology is gradually also re-
placing the halogen lighting in outdoor scenarios. Hence we
witness a proliferation of scenarios capable of transmitting
information by means of light: LED boards, street lights,
traffic lights, head lights, etc. The number of these scenarios
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FIGURE 1. O-OFDM system.

is increasing, which may lead to the vision of a smart city,
where all these sources provide Internet access. This fact
opens the door for research studies of VLC techniques in
outdoor scenarios.

Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) have been used
in long-range systems for outdoor applications such as
inter-building communications, last mile access networks
[10], high altitude platform based laser communications
and satellite communications [11]. These free-space optical
(FSO) scenarios are often modeled as Gamma-gamma [12] or
a lognormally distributed fading scenarios [13]. Uysal et al.
presented a performance study of a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications system
in [14]. They highlighted the challenges imposed by outdoor
environments, such as severe weather conditions, sunlight
and ambient light. The authors of [15] characterized the
noticeable difference between the indoor and outdoor VLC
channels. Explicitly, outdoor VLC has multiple dominant
LoS links, but less reflected multipath components. Căilean
and Dimian [16] addressed the challenges related to VLC
when it is used in vehicular communications applications.

Outdoor VLC applications are bound to experience un-
modulated parasitic light impinging on the photodetector
(PD). The resultant direct-current (DC) component may be
mitigated by capacitive filters, but it still results in strong
shot noise, which would often inflict outages. In order to
mitigate the background noise, Chung and Oh [17] invoked
efficient optical filtering, whereas Lee et al. [18] designed a
selective combining receiver. As a further solution, Kinoshita
et al. [19] employed an image sensor as their reception device
instead of a conventional PD. Knobloch [20] disseminated
his experimental frame error rate (FER) results measured in a
street lighting aided scenario, where pulse-width modulation
(PWM) was used. Islim et al. [21] disseminated the first
experimental study of the impact of solar irradiance on VLC
and demonstrated its viability in such an environment.

Against this background, our main contribution is that we
quantify the average data rate and optimize the modulation
bandwidth, depending on the sunlight- and skylight-induced
performance degradation, when a multicarrier transmission
scheme is used. Therefore, the optimum modulation band-
width will vary depending on the time of the day. This system
can rely on any LED access point (AP) located in outdoor

scenarios, such as street lights, LED boards at railway sta-
tions, etc. Analytical SNR expressions are derived and the
performance of the system is evaluated in terms of the aver-
age cell data rate and the outage probability, when adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC) schemes are employed. Since
the AP density is typically lower than in indoor scenarios
and the predominant noise source in outdoor scenarios is
the background noise, a single-cell scenario is studied. The
back-haul network is assumed to be capable of managing all
the traffic at high data rates. The UL is not analysed, because
it relies on RF communications. The future popularity of the
VLC technology in outdoor scenarios critically depends on
its ability to cope with the multiple sources of parasitic light,
which motivates the research presented in this treatise.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the system
model is presented, where both the communications scenario
and the AMC schemes used are described. Section III dis-
cusses the metrics relied upon for characterising the perfor-
mance of the system. Our results are discussed in Section IV.
Finally, our conclusions are offered in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 illustrates the system model considered in this study.
The input bits are mapped to quadrature amplitude mod-
ulated (QAM) symbols of an M -ary constellation. The
AMC scheme utilized will be discussed in Section II-C.
Suffice to say here that M varies according to the channel
conditions quantified by the SNR. A set of K symbols
are mapped to K frequency-domain (FD) subcarriers of
either a direct current optical orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) or of an asymmetrically
clipped optical-OFDM (ACO-OFDM) scheme [22]. In the
DCO-OFDM, K/2 − 1 symbols are mapped onto the first
half of FD subcarriers, leaving the first FD subcarrier set to
zero and the information is sent in the rest of the subcarriers
having indices of k = 1, 2, ...,K/2− 1. In the ACO-OFDM,
K/4 symbols are mapped onto the first half of the odd FD
subcarriers with indices of k = 1, 3, ...,K/2− 1, leaving the
even subcarriers set to zero. In both schemes, the information
in the FD subcarrier K/2 is set to zero and the information
transported on the second half of the FD subcarriers (with
indices from K/2 + 1 to K − 1) are Hermitian symmetric
with respect to the information conveyed in the first half (with
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FIGURE 2. AP radiating.

indices from 1 to K/2 − 1). This arrangement allows us to
obtain a real-valued output signal x(t) in the time domain
(TD) after the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).

The TD signal x(t) must be clipped and scaled in order
to constrain it to the dynamic range of the LED, resulting
in xc,s(t) = σxV [x(t)], where σx is the electrical signal
variance and V [x(t)] represents the clipped signal defined
as

V [x(t)] =

 λt

x(t)
λb

: x(t) > λt

: λt ≥ x(t) ≥ λb

: x(t) < λb

, (1)

where λb and λt are the normalized TD bottom and top
clipping levels, respectively. A certain illumination level
and a minimum signal clipping are guaranteed thanks to
the DC-bias IDC. The optical TD transmitted signal can be
written as

xtx(t) = ηled [xc,s(t) + IDC] , (2)

where ηled is the electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency
of the LED. Because of the TD differences of the signals
transmitted by DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM, the scaling
factor σx and the DC-bias IDC are different. A larger IDC

value is needed for DCO-OFDM in order to shift the TD
signal to the middle of the LED’s dynamic range, whereas
a minimum of IDC is needed for ACO-OFDM with the
only goal of guaranteeing the required illumination level.
The beneficial values of these parameters will be studied in
Section IV.

Considering a single-cell scenario, where no interference
arrives from other APs, the TD received signal can be written
as

y(t) = ηpd [xtx(t) ~ h(t)] + nRx(t), (3)

where ηpd is the responsivity of the PD and nRx(t) is the re-
ceiver noise in the TD, which obeys the zero-mean Gaussian
distribution with variance σ2

Rx. The channel impulse response
(CIR) of the VLC system is denoted as h(t) = F−1{H(k)},

which has a frequency domain channel transfer function
(FDCHTF) of H(k) influenced both by the front-end devices
(LED and PD) and by the free space transmission, formulated
as

|H(k, r,W )| = |Hfe(k,W )| · |Hfs(r)|, (4)

where r is the horizontal distance between the AP and the
receiver illustrated in Fig. 2, while W is the modulation
bandwidth.

The FDCHTF of the front-end devices is modeled as [23]

|Hfe(k,W )| =

√
exp

(
− kW

KFfe

)
, (5)

where Ffe is the so-called bandwidth factor that controls the
FD characteristics. Thus, the limited modulation bandwidth
of VLC systems is explicitly considered in this equation.
The effect of the front-end devices at the receiver may be
mitigated by using a cyclic prefix (CP), but it is beyond
the scope of this work. The free-space channel gain can be
represented as [24]

|Hfs(r)| =

∣∣∣∣∣Apd(m+ 1)hm+1

2π (r2 + h2)
m+3

2

∣∣∣∣∣ , (6)

where the PD’s physical area is given by Apd, and h is
the vertical separation between the AP and the PD. The
Lambertian emission order of the LED is represented by m
and a 90◦ receiver field of view is assumed, which means that
all the users within the cell area can receive data from the AP.

The users are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the
circular cell, hence we have fR(r) = 2r

R̃2
, where R̃ is the

cell radius. The probability density function of the distance
d between the AP and the PD is obtained by invoking the
variable change of d2 = r2 + h2, yielding

fD(d) =
2d

R̃2
, d ∈

[
h,
√
h2 + R̃2

]
. (7)

Typically a CP is inserted in OFDM systems in order to
combat the intersymbol interference (ISI). However, the CP
is not included in Fig. 1, because it may be deemed negligible
in outdoor VLC systems exhibiting a low dispersion, when
the SNR and throughput requirements are studied [25]. Like-
wise, the non-linearity of the LED’s transfer function can be
omitted, if pre-distortion methods are used for compensating
the non-linear LED effects [26] or peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) reduction techniques are invoked [27]. For this
reason, a limited linear dynamic range is considered in this
work.

A. OUTDOOR VLC
At the time of writing, VLC has been predominantly studied
in indoor environments because of the high density of light
fixtures and as a benefit of the reduced background light
coming from natural sources. However, VLC has a potential
also in outdoor scenarios in the smart cities of the near future.
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram for the VLC transmitter.

Many of the techniques proposed for indoor VLC are less
applicable to outdoor VLC owing to the following reasons:
• Scenario: The heights of the APs and receivers, as

well as the coverage area are rather different. The VLC
coverage area in outdoor scenarios should ideally be
larger than that in indoor ones. The atto-cell radius R̃
of indoor scenarios is typically around 2-3 m, whereas
outdoors it is thought to be approximately 7 m if street
lights are used. Furthermore, street lights are typically
at the height of 8 m, whereas the indoor light fixture
height is around 3 m. The users in indoor scenarios are
typically seated at a desk having a height of approxi-
mately 0.75 m, whereas the outdoor users are likely to
be standing, holding a communicator at the height of
1.20 m.

• Illumination requirements: Although they depend on
the activity performed, the illumination requirements of
indoor scenarios are more strict than the ones for out-
door. Typical values of cell center illuminance in indoor
places are hundreds of lux (around 500 lux), while tens
of lux are normal values for exterior scenarios. However,
the optical transmit power is higher in outdoor scenarios
because the street lights have to cover a larger area.

• Ambient noise: The contaminating illuminance in indoor
scenarios is a few hundred lux, whereas in outdoor
scenarios it is tens of thousands of lux. Hence, the
outdoor receiver might be ‘blinded’.

• Shadowing: The LoS link’s blockage in VLC is one of
its main drawbacks. In indoor scenarios, the LoS link’s
blockage probability increases due to the presence of
people and furniture. Hence, cooperative user-centric
AP-grouping [5] [6] techniques may have to be invoked
for guaranteeing at least one LoS link with one AP [28]
[29]. By contrast, the LoS link’s blockage probability is
reduced in outdoor scenarios due to the higher elevation
of the AP and owing to the absence of furniture and
extra obstacles.

• Interference: Although a wider variety of LEDs can
be found in outdoor scenarios (heterogeneous sce-
nario), the interference is expected to be lower than
in indoor scenarios, because the cells are likely to be
one-dimensional along a street, for example, which can
be readily mitigated by using only two orthogonal fre-
quency slots. The density of APs is much lower than in
indoor environments.

Fig. 3 represents the block diagram of the VLC transmitter
that can be used for implementing the system. To convert a

Optical receiver

Demodulation

&

decoding

Interface

Data to

device

Power supply

FIGURE 4. Block diagram for the VLC receiver.

traditional street-light into a VLC transmitter that provides si-
multaneous illumination and communication, a “communica-
tion transmitter” must be installed. It receives the information
to be transmitted and carries out the task of coding and mod-
ulation before being superimposed on the electrical signal of
the LED lamp. The lamp driver is required for managing the
alternating current to direct current (AC/DC) conversion in an
energy efficient way (dimming mode if desired) and without
causing any temperature problem. The dashed-line rectangle
represents the transmitter of Fig. 1, which is composed by the
communication transmitter module and the LED lamp.

At the receiver side of Fig. 4, we find the optical receiver
composed of a bandpass optical filter and a PD for converting
the optical signal to electrical signal, including the tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). Next, we can observe the de-
modulation and decoding block provided for detecting data.
Finally, the receiver has an interface block whose function
is to send the data to an external device, such as a PC or a
smart-phone. All these modules must be powered adequately.
Again, the dashed-line rectangle represents the receiver side
of Fig. 1.

The transmitter may rely on well-known manufacturers’
lamps, which include drivers capable of powering multiple
LEDs and they can be modulated simultaneously.

B. OPTICAL OFDM TECHNIQUES
A pair of Optical-OFDM (O-OFDM) techniques are studied
in this paper, namely DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM. The
FD subcarriers employed for carrying useful information are
different in these modulation schemes, whose indices are
represented as KDCO = {1, 2, 3, ...,K/2− 1} and KACO =
{1, 3, 5, ...,K/2 − 1} for DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM
schemes, respectively. To jointly representKDCO andKACO,
they are expressed as K∗. These schemes exhibit different
characteristics, when their clipping distortion is considered.

The Bussgang theorem is used for modelling the
non-linearly clipped TD signal V [x(t)] of (1) as [30]

VDCO [x(t)] = ρx(t) + nclip(t), (8)

VACO [x(t)] = 2U [x(t)] ρx(t) + nclip(t), (9)

where U [x(t)] is the unit-step function, nclip(t) is the clip-
ping noise sample in the TD and ρ is an attenuation factor
related to the clipping effect that can be approximated as
ρ = Q(λb)−Q(λt), where Q(x) is the well-known Gaus-
sian Q-function. Again, the clipping effects are different
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for DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM. As a consequence, the
parameters ρ and nclip(t) also differ. In DCO-OFDM and
ACO-OFDM, the electrical transmitted power used for com-
munication (without DC-value) is represented by the same
equation

Pelec = η2
ledσ

2
x

(
ρ2 + σ2

clip

)
. (10)

Thus, the SNR equations of the DCO-OFDM and
ACO-OFDM scenarios are both given by

Γ(k, r,W )=
η2

pdη
2
ledσ

2
xρ

2ξ2 |H(k, r,W )|2

η2
pdη

2
ledσ

2
xσ

2
clip |H(k, r,W )|2 +σ2

Rx(W )
,(11)

whereH(k, r,W ) is the FDCHTF of the VLC channel on the
k-th FD subcarrier, r is the horizontal distance (see Fig. 2)
and W is the modulation bandwidth. In order to make a fair
comparison, since some FD subcarriers do not carry energy,
a normalization factor ξ is needed so that both transmit
powers are the same. In the case of DCO-OFDM, the FD
subcarriers 0 and K/2 do not carry energy, while in the case of
ACO-OFDM all the even subcarriers are zero. Given the total
number of FD subcarriers K, the associated normalization
factor is given by

ξDCO =
√
K/(K − 2) (12)

and

ξACO =
√

2K/K (13)

for DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM, respectively. The optical
transmitted power is computed as

Popt = E [xtx(t)] = ηled (σxE [V (x(t))] + IDC) . (14)

It was shown in [30] that V [x (t)] follows a truncated
Gaussian distribution and its mean can be calculated using
its statistics [31] as E [V (x (t))] = fN (λb) − fN (λt) +
λtQ(λt) + λb [1−Q(λb)]. From (14), the electrical signal
variance σ2

x is derived as

σ2
x=

P 2
opt

η2
led (ζ+E [V (x (t))])

2 =

(
2πEVh

2

(m+1)Ke/v

)2

η2
led (ζ+E [V (x (t))])

2 ,(15)

where the parameter EV represents the illuminance in the
area right below the LED, which is also referred to as the
illuminance at the cell center, Ke/v is the luminous efficacy
and ζ = IDC

σx
is defined as the ratio of DC-bias level to

the electrical signal’s standard deviation. The variable Popt

in (15) is derived from the calculation of the cell center
illuminance as Ev = Q · Hfs(0)

Apd
, where Q is the output

luminous flux of the LED expressed in lm (=lx · m2), that
can be written as Q = Ke/v · Popt and Hfs(0) is the free-
space channel gain between the AP and the cell center where
r = 0, calculated as (6).

At the receiver, the FFT is used for demodulation, where
the clipping noise component is assumed to be Gaussian
distributed according to the central limit theorem (CLT),

with zero mean and a variance of σ2
clip [30] [32]. Using

the statistics of a truncated Gaussian distribution, σ2
clip is

expressed in DCO-OFDM as [30]

σ2
clip,DCO = Q(λb)−Q(λt) + fN (λb)λb − fN (λt)λt

+ [1−Q(λb)]λ2
b+Q(λt)λ

2
t−ρ2

− [fN (λb)−fN (λt)+ [1−Q(λb)]λb+Q(λt)λt]
2 ,

(16)

whereas in ACO-OFDM it becomes

σ2
clip,ACO=−2ρ2+2fN (λt)λb−fN (λt)λt−fN (λb)λb

+(λ2
b+1) [Q(λb)−Q(λt)] +Q(λt)(λt−λb)2.(17)

Additionally, the receiver noise variance is formulated as

σ2
Rx(W )=

N0W

ξ2
=

(N0,s +N0,ab +N0,tn)W

ξ2

=

(
2qPopt,Rxηpd+2qEr,abApdηpd+ 4κBT

RL

)
W

ξ2
,(18)

where N0,s, N0,ab and N0,tn represent the power spectral
density (PSD) of the shot noise, the noise produced by
the ambient light and the thermal noise, respectively. The
incident irradiance in the outdoor environment is represented
by

Er,ab =

Λ2∫
Λ1

PS(Λ) · Tf(Λ) dΛ, (19)

where PS(Λ) is the solar spectral irradiance and Tf(Λ) is the
transmittance of the optical bandpass filter from wavelength
Λ1 to Λ2 in the event that one is utilized. The charge of
an electron is q = 1.6 · 10−19 C, the Boltzmann constant is
κB = 1.38 · 10−23 J/K, the absolute temperature is denoted
by T and finally RL is the load resistance in the receiver
circuit. Note that the receiver noise σ2

Rx depends on the
modulation bandwidth W . The optical received power is
given by

Popt,Rx(r)=PoptHfs (r) =
2πEVh

2

(m+1)Ke/v
·Apd(m+1)hm+1

2π (r2+h2)
m+3

2

,

(20)

where r denotes the horizontal distance between the AP and
the user.

By appropriately combining Equations (1)-(20), the SNR
may be expressed as

Γ(k, d,W )=
C1

C4+ (C2·dα+C3·d2α) ·W · exp
(
kW
KFfe

) ,(21)

where we have

C1 =
(
ηpdEVh

m+3Apdξ
2ρ
)2

(22)

C2 = 2qEVKe/v (ζ + E [V (x (t))])
2
Apdh

m+3ηpd (23)
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C3=

(
2qEr,abApdηpd+

4κBT

RL

)
K2

e/v (ζ+E [V (x (t))])
2

(24)

C4 =
(
ηpdEVh

m+3Apdξσclip

)2
(25)

α = m+ 3. (26)

Note that as expected, the SNR Γ(k, d,W ) decreases with
the distance d between the LED and the PD (see Fig. 2), as
well as with the modulation bandwidth W . Furthermore, the
higher the index k of a FD subcarrier, the lower the SNR
becomes due to the FDCHTF shape of the front-end devices
formulated in (5).

C. ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING
The Shannon limit of the continuous-input continuous-
output memoryless channel (CCMC) is represented by the
well-known capacity expression of

ηs = log2(1 + Γ), (27)

with Γ denoting the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) at the receiver, or the SNR in a single-cell scenario.
The cumulative density function (CDF) of the CCMC capac-
ity can be written as

Fηs(x) = Pr{ηs < x} = FΓ(2x − 1), (28)

where FΓ(γ) is the CDF of the SINR.
In practice, only certain discrete throughput modems can

be used, hence the associated discrete-input continuous-
output memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity can be
achieved [33]. Explicitly, in AMC the range of SINRs
is divided into (N+1) channel quality regions <n =
{γth[n], γth[n + 1]}, n = 0, 1, ..., N with γth[0] = 0
and γth[N + 1] = ∞. Within the channel quality region
<n, a certain constellation/coding scheme associated with
ε[n] bits/symbol is employed. Below γth[1] no transmission
is activated and the system is said to be in outage. Over
γth[N ] no further increase in SINR improves the throughput
attained.

The set of switching thresholds between the constellations
{γth[n]}n=1,..,N has to be designed to satisfy the bit error
rate (BER) target of the system [33]. The AMC throughput
can be written as a function of the SINR as

ηAMC = ε[n], SINR ∈ [γth[n], γth[n+ 1]]. (29)

For a certain average SNR Γ, the average throughput under
AMC can be expressed as

E [ηAMC ] =

N∑
n=1

ε[n]·Pr{γth[n] ≤ Γ < γth[n+ 1]}

=

N∑
n=1

ε[n]· [FΓ(γth[n+1])−FΓ(γth[n])] .(30)

III. SYSTEM PARAMETER EVALUATION
A. SNR STATISTICS
The CDF of the SNR in (21) evaluated in terms of γth can be
expressed as

FΓ (γth)=Pr {Γ(k,D,W ) < γth}

=Pr

{
C4γth

+
(
C2D

α+C3D
2α)W exp

(
kW

KFfe

)
γth−C1>0

}
=Pr {D > dth (γth,W, k)}

=

√
h2+R̃2∫

dth(γth,W,k)

fD(d) dd = 1+
h2−d2

th(γth,W, k)

R̃2
, (31)

where dth(γth,W, k)=

−C2
2C3

+

√(
C2
2C3

)2
+

C1−C4γth

C3W exp

(
kW
KFfe

)
γth

1/α

,

dth (γth,W, k) ∈
[
h,
√
h2 + R̃2

]
.

When AMC schemes are invoked, the outage probability
is obtained from Equation (31) as

FΓ|k=1
(γmin)=Pr {Γ(k = 1, D,W ) < γmin}

=1 +
h2 − dth(γmin,W, k = 1)

R̃2
, (32)

where γmin corresponds to the minimum SINR required for
having a non-zero throughput for the AMC scheme. Again,
the higher the FD subcarrier index, the higher the FD attenu-
ation in (5).

B. AVERAGE DATA RATE STATISTICS
The average data rate s(W ) can be expressed as a function of
the bandwidth W .

1) Shannon limit
Here we assume the employment of ‘perfect capacity-
achieving coding’. Hence the attainable throughput can be
formulated as

s(W ) =
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

E [log2 (1 + Γ(k, d,W ))]

=
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

√
h2+R̃2∫
h

log2 (1 + Γ(k, d,W )) fD(d) dd,(33)

where the factor W
K represents the bandwidth of each FD

subcarrier, and K∗ is the set of FD subcarriers indices that
carry useful information, depending on the choice of the
ACO-OFDM or DCO-OFDM scheme.

2) AMC schemes
When using AMC schemes for maximizing the performance
attained according to the prevalent channel conditions, the
average data rate is expressed as
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TABLE 1. System Parameters

Parameter Value Unit
Cell radius, R̃ 7 [m]
AP height 8 [m]
PD height 1.20 [m]
Modulation bandwidth, W 5 to 360 [MHz]
Front-end device bandwidth factor, Ffe 31.7 [MHz]
Ratio DC-standard deviation ζDCO 5.05 [dB]
Ratio DC-standard deviation ζACO 2.05 [dB]
PD responsivity, ηpd 0.4 [A/W]
PD physical area, Apd 1 [cm2]
Number of FD subcarriers, K 512
Power reduction factor, σP 10 [dB]
Cell center illuminance from AP, EV 40 [lux]
Sun luminous efficacy, ηsun 93 [lm/W]
Absolute temperature, T 300 [K]
Receiver load resistance, RL 50 [Ω]

s(W ) =
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

N∑
n=1

ε[n]
(

Pr {Γ(k, d,W ) < γth[n+ 1]}

−Pr {Γ(k, d,W ) < γth[n]}
)

=
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

N∑
n=1

ε[n]


√
h2+R̃2∫

dth(γth[n+1],W,k)

2d

R̃2
dd−

√
h2+R̃2∫

dth(γth[n],W,k)

2d

R̃2
dd


=
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

N∑
n=1

ε[n]

(
d2

th (γth[n],W, k)−d2
th (γth[n+1],W, k)

R̃2

)
.

(34)

When relying on ‘perfect capacity-achieving coding’
and AMC, the average data rate satisfies lim

W→∞
s(W ) =

lim
W→0

s(W ) = 0, as demonstrated in the Appendix. Since
s(W ) is a continuous function at every point of its FD W ,
there is an optimum W that maximizes s, leading to the
maximal data rate.

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
A single-cell scenario having a radius of R̃ = 7 m, LED
AP height of 8 m and PD height of 1.20 m is considered.
This setup results in h = 6.80 m. The values of the different
parameters are shown in Table 1. The modulation bandwidth
is the specific parameter under study, and it can assume a
value spanning from 5 to 360 MHz. The front-end devices
utilized for this study are the same as in [34] and have
a bandwidth factor of Ffe = 31.7 MHz to model their
FDCHTF as in (5). Due to the zero-clipping carried out in
ACO-OFDM, the DC-bias level necessary for shifting the
TD signal to the centre of the LED’s dynamic range is lower
than that in DCO-OFDM. The authors of [30] conducted a
study of the clipping noise effects in OFDM-based optical
wireless communication. The normalized bottom and top
clipping levels are selected to minimize the clipping noise:
in DCO-OFDM, we use λt = 3.2 and λb = −3.2; whereas

in ACO-OFDM, λt = 3.2 and λb = 0. Thus, the DC-bias
level required is:
• In DCO-OFDM: IDC = σxζDCO = σxλt,DCO ⇒
ζDCO = λt,DCO = −λb,DCO = 3.2 = 5.05 dB.

• In ACO-OFDM: IDC = σxζACO = σxλt,ACO/2 ⇒
ζACO = λt,ACO/2 = 1.6 = 2.05 dB.

The power reduction factor (σP) is the dual pair of the
pathloss in classical RF systems, which quantifies the ratio
of the received optical power at the cell center and at the cell
edge, and it is configured to be 10 dB in order not to cause
much SNR difference among users within a cell. That is, a
user located at the cell edge will exhibit 10 dB lower SNR
compared to a user located at the cell center, as seen in Fig. 5.
This difference in optical received power is determined by the
Lambertian emission order m given by

m =
lnσP

ln
(
1 + R2

h2

) − 3. (35)

Furthermore, K = 512 FD subcarriers are used, along
with EV = 40 lux, T = 300 K and RL = 50 Ω. The
SPCTRAL2 simulation model [35] is utilized in our study
to compute spectral irradiance measurements in a certain
location. The Atacama desert (24◦30’S 69◦15’W) was se-
lected as the worst-case location for this study, noting that
in much of the world there is less daylight than in there [36].
The highest spectral irradiance in the Atacama desert occurs
in December. Thus, data was generated for the 354th day
of the year assuming a detector elevation angle of 0◦. The
phosphor-coated white LEDs suffer from a slow response
produced by the phosphor yellow light component [37]. This
bandwidth can be boosted by invoking a bandpass optical
blue filter at the receiver. At the same time, it reduces
the shot noise and the risk of receiver saturation. Thus, a
Semrock (97% transmittance at 452 nm, 45 nm bandwidth)
optical blue filter is utilized in our study. Depending on the
time of the day, the incident irradiance after the optical blue
filter (Er,ab) can vary from 0 to 116.71 W

m2 corresponding to
night-time and noon, with illuminances from ambient light in
the visible range (Ev,ab,vr) of 0 and 52622 lux, respectively.
The illuminance from ambient light in the visible and the
incident irradiance after the blue filter in the given location
are represented in Table 2. The illuminance from ambient
light after the optical blue filter (Ev,ab) is expressed as

Ev,ab = Er,ab · ηsun, (36)

where ηsun is the sun’s luminous efficacy. These values result
in an optical transmit power of Popt = 61.2 W, which is
a value within the typical ranges of commercial LED street
lights [38].

The shot noise is the main noise in a VLC system in out-
door scenarios. Although the ambient light effect may be mit-
igated by means of filters owing to its slowly-varying DC-like
nature, it still causes shot noise at the receiver front-ends.
This effect can be seen in Fig. 5, where a difference of
7.5 dB is observed between the SNR at DC in a DCO-OFDM
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TABLE 2. Average illuminance from ambient light in the visible range and incident irradiance after blue filter throughout the day

Time of day 6h 7h 8h 9h 10h 11h 12h 13h 14h 15h 16h 17h 18h
Illuminance,Ev,ab,vr, [lux] 1927 11525 23444 34542 43543 49716 52622 52061 48073 40931 31162 19616 7928

Irradiance after filter,Er,ab,
[

W
m2

]
4.88 23.58 49.57 74.83 95.61 109.95 116.71 115.41 106.13 89.57 67.08 41.03 16.27

FIGURE 5. Single-cell scenario performance for W = 360 MHz, DCO-OFDM and different ambient conditions (2D: top, 3D: bottom).
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FIGURE 6. Cumulative Distribution Function of the SNR at FD subcarrier
index k = 0 (DC) and at a W = 360 MHz for different conditions.
FΓ|k=0,W=360 MHz

(γth).

single-cell scenario at night (Fig. 5 (a)) and at the daytime
using Ev,ab,vr = 52622 lux and W = 360 MHz (Fig. 5 (c)).
The SNR in Fig. 5 refers to the SNR at DC over all the
coverage area points, i.e., the SNR for the subcarrier k = 0
and W=360MHz is expressed as Γ(k=0, r,W=360MHz)
in (11). As (18) shows, the lower the sampling frequency, the

lower the noise at the receiver becomes, which of course re-
duces the data rate achieved. Fig. 5 (b) represents the illumi-
nance at night in the cell, where a cell center illuminance of
EV = 40 lux is used according to the ANSI/IESNA RP-8-14
lighting regulation. In the case of Fig. 5 (a), communications
become feasible. However, Fig. 5 (c) shows the difficulty of
having a sufficiently high SNR for reliable communications
during the daytime.

The CDF of the SNR at DC at night and during the
daytime is depicted in Fig. 6. Again, there is an SNR loss of
7.5 dB during the daytime in comparison to the performance
at night. The reason behind this is the shot noise produced
at the receiver due to the ambient light. Furthermore, an
SNR difference of 5 dB is observed between DCO-OFDM
and ACO-OFDM. The reason for this is the fact that the
receiver’s noise variance in ACO-OFDM is about half that
of the corresponding to DCO-OFDM, because almost half
of the FD subcarriers (K/2 − 1) carry useful information in
DCO-OFDM, whereas only a quarter of them carry useful
information in ACO-OFDM. Thus, according to (12) and
(13), we have ξ2

ACO ≈ 2ξ2
DCO and as a consequence of

(18), we have σ2
Rx,ACO ≈ σ2

Rx,DCO/2. Furthermore, part
of the electrical power in DCO-OFDM is wasted for the
DC-bias, hence only part of it is used for communication,
whereas ACO-OFDM needs much lower power for biasing
and therefore more power is used for communications.
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TABLE 3. Adaptive Modulation and Coding SINR regions

AMC1 AMC2

γth[n] [dB] Modulation ε[n] [bits/symbol] γth[n] [dB] Modulation Code rate ε[n] [bits/symbol]
7.6 (γmin) BPSK 1 5 (γmin) 16QAM 0.369 1.4766

9.8 QPSK 2 8 16QAM 0.476 1.9141
13.4 8QAM 3 9 16QAM 0.602 2.4063
16.5 16QAM 4 11 64QAM 0.455 2.7305
19.6 32QAM 5 12 64QAM 0.554 3.3223
22.5 64QAM 6 14 64QAM 0.650 3.9023
25.5 128QAM 7 16 64QAM 0.754 4.5234
28.4 256QAM 8 18 64QAM 0.853 5.1151

- - - 20 64QAM 0.926 5.5547
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FIGURE 7. Average data rate s vs. bandwidth W at capacity, with AMC1 and
AMC2, during daytime (Ev,ab,vr=52622 lux).

Section III-B demonstrated that the average data rate is
a continuous function of W and there is a maximum in
its domain of W > 0. Two different AMC schemes are
investigated, whose operating regions are shown in Table 3.
The AMC1 scheme corresponds to uncoded QAM [39] and
the regions are configured for a BER=10−3, while AMC2 is
more spectrally efficient than AMC1 and it is reminiscent
of the 4G in the Long Term Evolution scheme [40], where
a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and turbo-coding are uti-
lized. The SINR regions of AMC2 are not standardized and
then they depend on the operator. The ones here utilized are
obtained from [40]. The analytical expressions of the average
data rate were obtained in (33) and (34), where the CCMC
capacity or realistic AMC schemes were assumed, respec-
tively. These analytical curves are plotted using continuous
or dashed lines in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, during the daytime and
at night, respectively, together with our simulation results
represented by symbols. Note that the simulations closely
match the analytical curves, which confirms the accuracy
of our analytical expressions for further studies. In Fig. 7,
the illuminance from ambient light in the visible range is
set to its maximum value (Ev,ab,vr = 52622 lux). The
mean cell data rate increases up to a certain point and then
degrades, because the larger the bandwidth, the higher the
receiver noise becomes according to (18). Besides, a larger
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FIGURE 8. Average data rate s vs. bandwidth W at capacity, with AMC1 and
AMC2, at night (Ev,ab,vr=0 lux).

bandwidth means that power is wasted on subcarriers which
are highly attenuated. Thus, each communication setup is
configured at the optimal W value that maximizes the av-
erage data rate. The maximum capacity of DCO-OFDM is
144.5 Mbps, which is obtained for W = 140 MHz; AMC1

achieves a maximum of 52.37 Mbps for W = 50 MHz; and
AMC2 operates at 82.59 Mbps at W = 75 MHz. However,
although ACO-OFDM exhibits a better SNR performance
than DCO-OFDM, since ACO-OFDM uses half of the FD
subcarriers of DCO-OFDM, the resultant achievable average
data rate is lower. The maximum average data rates obtained
by ACO-OFDM are 112.10, 48.53 and 70.89 Mbps for W
values of 180, 80 and 110 MHz, at capacity, using AMC1 and
AMC2, respectively. During the night (Fig. 8) the background
light disappears, which results in a considerable reduction
of the shot noise. In this case, the increased modulation
bandwidth is not so detrimental and, as a consequence, the
achievable mean cell data rates are much higher than during
the daytime.

Observe in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that ACO-OFDM provides a
better performance than DCO-OFDM for W values beyond
a cross-over point, where the reduction in the noise achieved
by ACO-OFDM becomes more important than using more
FD subcarriers for carrying information.

Fig. 9 shows that the uncoded QAM scheme AMC1 ex-
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FIGURE 11. Optimal modulation bandwidth for maximizing the average data
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hibits a high outage probability in comparison to AMC2. The
analytical outage probability is computed as FΓ|k=1

(γmin)
in (32). Note that the larger the bandwidth, the higher the
noise becomes and, as a consequence, the outage probabil-
ity increases. Generally DCO-OFDM suffers from a much
higher outage probability than ACO-OFDM, because the
SNR performance of ACO-OFDM is better, as seen in Fig. 6.
An outage probability of 10% at most is shown in Fig. 9
because larger outage probabilities are not interesting for
practical systems. Note that the degradation is not as gradual
as expected because the working SINR regions are low
for all modulation bandwidths due to the high shot noise
produced during daytime (Ev,ab,vr=52622 lux). In our future
research we will use adaptive layered ACO-OFDM (LACO-
OFDM) for avoiding the avalanche-like outage probability
degradation imposed by the excessive shot noise inflicted by
intense sunshine [41].
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Fig. 10 shows the relation between the mean cell data
rate and the outage probability. A higher outage probability
involves a higher modulation bandwidth, as seen in Fig. 9.
Higher mean cell data rates can be achieved for very low
values of outage probability, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9. As
expected, DCO-OFDM is more efficient than ACO-OFDM
because, for the same outage probability, the achieved mean
cell data rate is higher even when using a lower modulation
bandwidth.

It has been demonstrated in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Section III-B
that an optimal W can be found by maximizing the average
data rate for certain conditions. It is interesting to study how
these optimal W and average data rates vary during the day.
Fig. 11 shows the optimal modulation bandwidth for certain
hours of the day that makes the maximal average data rate
represented in Fig. 12 possible. As expected, noon is the most
critical time, when the lowest average data rate is obtained
in bright sunshine. However, a reasonable value of 83 Mbps
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can still be achieved, when DCO-OFDM and AMC2 are
used. Higher average data rate values can be obtained by
more spectrally efficient schemes than the uncoded QAM
(AMC1), such as AMC2. In general, DCO-OFDM outper-
forms ACO-OFDM. Nevertheless, the higher the background
noise power, the lower the differences between DCO-OFDM
and ACO-OFDM become.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the first analytical study of O-OFDM in
outdoor VLC scenarios. The modulation bandwidth adapta-
tion results in substantial data rate and outage probability im-
provements. The background noise increases with the mod-
ulation bandwidth, hence the optimum sampling frequencies
and bandwidths were found for specific environmental con-
ditions.

Although ACO-OFDM can perform at higher modulation
bandwidths than DCO-OFDM for the same outage proba-
bility, DCO-OFDM provides better performance in terms of
mean cell data rate. Generally, DCO-OFDM achieves a better
performance than ACO-OFDM in the absence of background
noise than during the daytime. For the practical employment
of VLC schemes in outdoor scenarios, more robust schemes
relying on strong forward error correction-aided (FEC-aided)
automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes and power-efficient
modulation arrangements have to be developed, using for
example M -ary orthogonal modulation.

APPENDIX.
Demonstration of limits for the average data rate:

1) Shannon limit

s(W )=
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

√
h2+R̃2∫
h

log2 (1+Γ(k, d,W )) fD(d) dd,(37)

where Γ(k, d,W ) is represented in (21) as

Γ(k, d,W )=
C1

C4+ (C2·dα+C3·d2α) ·W · exp
(
kW
KFfe

) ,(38)

where we have lim Γ(k, d,W )
W→∞

=0 and it decreases exponen-

tially, thus lim s(W )
W→∞

=0. Furthermore, lim Γ(k, d,W )
W→0

=C1

C4

which is a constant and lim s(W )
W→0

=0.

2) AMC schemes

s(W )=
W

K

∑
k∈K∗

N∑
n=1

ε[n]

(
dth (γth[n],W, k)2−dth(γth[n+1],W, k)2

R̃2

)
,

(39)

where

dth(γth,W, k)=

−C2

2C3
+

√√√√( C2

2C3

)2

+
C1−C4γth

C3W exp
(
kW
KFfe

)
γth

1/α

.

(40)

Calculating lim dth(γth,W, k)
W→∞

= 0, then lim s(W )
W→∞

= 0.

Also, lim s(W )
W→0

= 0 because the order of W is higher than

the order of W 1/α (α = m+3 > 3).
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